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With great easiness and convenience for both veterans and novices, TOP iPod Video
Converter  supports input formats including WMV, MPEG, AVI, MOV, VCD, MP4, DVD, 3GP,
RM, FLV  and the output formats of iPod MPEG-4, iPod MPEG-4 AVC.

On the premise of excellent output quality and amazing conversion speed, the converter
additionally provides you with multiple wonderful functions, such as previewing the input files,
capturing images in preview, converting files in batches, etc.

Download it for free right now and have a try!

Key Features

Powerful format support

Support the input formats of WMV, MPEG, AVI, MOV, VCD, MP4, DVD, 3GP, RM,
FLV.
Support the output formats of iPod MPEG-4, iPod MPEG-4 AVC.
Support the output image format of BMP.

Multiple usage tips

Preview the input files before conversion to check the correctness of the files.
Capture images you like in preview with a snapshot.
Automatically shut down the computer after conversion is finished.
Set file size, video quality, sound tract and audio quality to get your favorite effect.
Support batch conversion mode.

Advantages beyond your imagination

Higher conversion speed, saving much of your time.
Higher output quality, giving you a joyful experience.
Lifetime technical support and upgrade after successful purchase.

Reference
Input format support    WMV, MPEG, AVI, MOV, VCD, MP4, DVD, 3GP, RM, FLV
Output video format support    iPod MPEG-4, iPod MPEG-4 AVC
Image format support    BMP

System Requirement
OS    Window2000/2003/XP, Windows Vista
Processor    1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
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RAM    512MB memory or above
Hard Disk    100MB or above
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